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Four nanodimers of cyclo-[(1R, 3S)-ã-Acc-D-Phe]
3
 in contact with different

ring faces as their termini in solvent CHCl
3
 with 300, 150 and 49 molecules

are modeled to investigate the two faces of cyclic peptide ring through 8 ns
molecular dynamics (MD) based on Dreiding force field. The radius of
monomer rings, terminal and internal sizes of dimer tubes and distances
between two neighboring ring faces are analyzed. Simulation results show
that the spacing in á-á dimers (dimer-II and -IV) is larger than that in ã-ã
dimers (dimer-I and -III), and for dimer-IV, the time CHCl

3
 needs to enter into

its cavity is the shortest, which indicates that the channel with ã-NCH
3

termini (dimer-IV) is a good candidate carrier to absorpt CHCl
3
.

 2014 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA

INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled tubular structures have attracted
much attention from the research community[1-4], be-
cause of their potential applications in biology, chemis-
try and materials science[5-7]. And the self-assembled
cyclic peptide nanotubes (SPNs) in particular, exhibit
such promising applications as specific ion sensors,
nanoscale transport channels and antibacterials[8-11]

SPN are composed of cyclopeptides in which D,
L-amino acids are connected alternately, and their rings
adopt a quasiplanar backbone conformation with C=O
and N-H groups lying approximately perpendicular to
backbone plane[12]. Such a conformation facilitates the
self-assembly of rings into extended hollow tubular
structures by means of inter-molecular hydrogen bonds.

The existence of such a nanotube was predicted by

De Santis in 1974 after he investigated the structural
characteristics of liner polypeptides[13], and verified by
Ghadiri and his colleagues in 1993 after they synthe-
sized and characterized the hollow tubular structures[14].
A number of subsequent investigations reported their
syntheses, characteristics and specific functional appli-
cations[10,15-19]. The work involved needle-shaped mi-
crocrystals as large as 200ìm, prepositioned dimers

crystals, self-assembly embedded in the lipid bilayers
and so on[19-20].

The properties of inner and outer surfaces of the
peptide nanotube can be modified by choosing differ-
ent amino acid residues, and the ring size of the peptide
nanotube can be adjusted by changing the numbers of
peptide subunits employed. Inspired by the remark-
able functional structures, more and more investigators
devoted their efforts to investigate the microscopic struc-
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tures of self-assembled cyclic peptide nanotubes[21-22];
some theoretical studies by ab initio, semiempirical ap-
proaches and molecular dynamics (MD) have also been
performed[23-25], which have thrown light on the struc-
tures of these nanotubes and their applications[26-27].

These work focused on whether cyclic peptide rings
prefer parallel or antiparallel inter-ring stack formation
from the energy standpoint[24], the difference in the in-
teraction between two ring faces was not known until
Manuel Amorin et al designed a hybrid system of á-ã

cyclic peptide which consists of alternating (1R, 3S)-
3-aminocyclohexanecarboxylic acid (ã-Acc-OH) and

D-á-amino acid. One ring surface of it is positioned by

C=O and N-H groups of ã amino acid (ã-face) and the

other residue surface is positioned by C=O and N-H
groups of á amino acid (á-face). Manuel Amorin et al

synthesized and characterized two kinds of tubelets with
the stacking of more than two rings blocked by N-me-
thylation of either á amino acid (for formation of ã-ã

bound tubelets) or ã-amino acid (for formation of á-á

bound tubelets), and they verified that á-á interaction is

more stable than ã-ã interaction by NMR[28-30].

However, it is difficult to observe experimentally
the detailed topological structure of two ring faces and
the influence of ring faces on the nanotube properties is
not well understood. Molecular dynamics (MD) simu-
lation provides a microscopic picture of such phenom-
ena at atomistic level. Therefore, in the present study,
we studied two ring faces by modeling four dimer self-
assemblies from cyclo-[(1R, 3S)-ã-Acc-D-Phe]

3
 in

CHCl
3
 solvent. The detailed topological conformations

of ring faces are compared by analyzing the H-bonds
between inter-rings, dimer volumes, terminal and inter-
nal sizes of dimer tube and binding energies of CHCl

3

in dimer cavities. The results show that the dimers with
different ring faces as the ends exhibit different ability to
absorp of CHCl

3
 into their cavities. This provides a

way to design new cyclic peptide transport channel.

MODELS AND MODELING METHODS

Single dimer model

The two ring faces of cyclo-[(1R, 3S)-ã-Acc-D-

Figure 1 : Scheme of cyclo-[(1R, 3S)-ã-Acc-D-Phe]
3 
(a) and solvent dimer models. (b)Initial solvent model with dimer separate

from CHCl
3
 molecules. (c)Initial solvent model with solvent molecules around the dimmer and filled the box. Initial configu-

ration used for 8 ns MD (d)in model-I (300 CHCl
3
), (e)in model-II (150 CHCl

3
) and (f) in model-III (49 CHCl

3
).
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Phe]
3
 (Figure 1a) positioned by N-H and C=O groups

of á- and ã-amino acid residues respectively are differ-

ent due to steric and polarity difference of amino acid
residues[28]. In addition, it is found through experimen-
tal and theoretical studies that cyclic peptide rings pre-
fer an antiparallel arrangement[23,31]. It was assumed that
nanotubes with different ring faces at the termini have
two types of channels: one with á-NH as its ends and

the other with ã-NH as its ends. But they all have hy-

drophilic termini. If hydrogens are directly connected
to the nitrogens of channel terminal faces are substi-
tuted by methyls, there are another two types of chan-
nels: one with á-NCH

3
 as its ends and the other with ã-

NCH
3
 as its ends. But they all have hydrophobic ter-

mini. These four types of channels are different in struc-
tures and properties.

We built four dimers to represent four types of chan-
nel structures: dimer-I possess á-NH termini in contact

with ã-faces, dimer-II possesses ã-NH termini in con-

tact with á-faces, dimer-III possesses á-NCH
3
 termini

in contact with ã-faces, and dimer-IV possesses ã-
NCH

3
 termini in contact with á-faces. Single dimers

are optimized by MM firstly, and the convergence cri-
terion is 0.00001 kcal/mol rms gradient. As shown in
Figure 1, Dimer-I and dimer-III represent ã-ã interac-

tions, while dimer-II and -IV represent á-á interac-

tions; dimer-I and -II have hydrophilic termini (Figure
1b and c) and dimer-III and -IV have hydrophobic
termini (Figure 1d and e). It has some structures and

properties of a longer channel although as the founda-
tional unit of antiparallel nanotube a dimer is short.

Solvent dimer model

In order to investigate the structure and property of
dimers in solvent, three solvent models are built by put-
ting the four dimers built separately into solvent boxes
filled with 300 (model-I), 150 (model-II) and 49
(model-III) CHCl

3
 molecules. The models were built

using the following two methods: 1) the initial position
of dimer and CHCl

3
 molecules are separate as shown

in Figure 1b; 2) the solvent molecules distribute around
and fill the box as shown in Figure 1c. The initial lattice
parameters are a=b=c=50 Å and á==ã=90.

150 ps MD was used to obtain equilibrium density
and lattice parameters of model-I and model-II. A NPT
ensemble at 298 K, a time step of 1fs and a nose ther-
mostat[32] were employed during MD. Ewald method
was used to calculate the long-range interactions with
an accuracy of 0.001 kcal/mol and an updated width
of 3 Å. After 50 ps, the system reaches equilibrium.

The equilibrium density of both model-I and model-II
is 1.65g/cm3, and the equilibrated lattice parameters in
model-I are a=b=c=32.12 Å as shown in Figure 1d

and the lattice parameters in model-II are a=b=c=25.91
Å as shown in Figure 1e.

Because there are only 49 CHCl
3
 molecules in

model-III, 150 ps MD with A NVT ensemble was use
to enable the dimer and solvent molecules to reach equi-

Figure 2 : Four single dimers. (a) Dimer-I with á-NH termini in contact with ã-faces. (b) Dimer-II with ã-NH termini in
contact with á-faces. (c) Top view of dimer-II. Three intra-molecular H-bonds at termini, make the dimer look like a cage. (d)
Dimer-III with á-NCH

3
 termini in contact with ã-faces. (e) Dimer-IV with ã-NCH

3
 termini in contact with á-faces, and (f) top

view of dimer-IV. Dimer-I and -III representing ã-ã interactions, and dimer-II and -IV representing á-á interactions
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librium, while other MD conditions are the same as what
are mentioned above. At the end of MD, solvent mol-
ecules embraced the dimer as shown in Figure 1f. In
order to be able to compare model-III with model-I
and model-II to make the analysis easier, the lattice
parameters are set to a=b=c=30 Å (between those of

model-I and model-II ).
MD simulation of 8 ns was performed with solvent

model-I, model-II and model-III, and two initial mod-
els of each solvent model were used to get consistent
results. NVT ensemble is employed with a time step of
1fs at 298 K, and a nose thermostat was employed to
keep the system temperature constant during MD.
Ewald method was used to calculate the long-range
interactions with an accuracy of 0.001 kcal/mol and an
updated width of 3 Å. For every 1000 fs, the molecu-

lar structure was stored in the trajectory file for analy-
sis. In the whole MD simulation process, lattice angles
are constrained at á==ã=90 to make the analysis
easy and some CHCl

3
 molecules which entered the dimer

cavities during NPT MD are deleted for consistence.
All the modeling work is conducted with Materials

Studio software (Accelrys Inc.) on sgi3800 origin sever.
The MD calculations are all based on the COMPASS
force field, which is an ab initio force field, and con-
sists of bonding and nonbonding terms. The bonding
terms include stretching, bending, and torsion energies
as well as the diagonal and off-diagonal cross-coupling
terms. COMPASS is usually used to realize accurate
and simultaneous prediction of gas-phase properties and
condensed-phase properties for a broad range of small
molecules and polymers[33-35].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure of dimers

Single dimers

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the side chain
benzyls tilt to -face, and dimer-I and -III are enclosed
by group�s benzyl. In dimer-II and -IV, the hydrophilic

groups N-H and C=O of residue -Acc are repulsed
to the inner tube slightly by the phenyl of hydrophobic
groups, and there are six intra-molecular H-bonds
formed at the ends of dimer-II, which looks like a cage
as shown in Figure 2c and d. This result is consistent

with the results of Amorin�s, who also observed a cage-

like dimer through experiment[30].
The hydrogen-bonding distance (N-O) between

neighboring peptide rings is in the range of 2.773 Å
~3.004 Å, and the distance between neighboring pep-

tide rings (measured from the nearest two carbons of
methylene moieties of each cyclohexane projecting into
the inner tube) is in the range of 4.805-4.864 Å. The

hydrogen-bonding distance (N-O) and the distance of
neighboring peptide rings Amorin[28] measured are in
the range of 2.7-2.9 Å and 4.85-4.90 Å respectively,

and that of Rebeca Garcia-Fandino[36-37] calculated are
in range of 2.9-3.0 Å and 4.8-5.0 Å respectively. The

very good agreement between experimental results in-
dicates that COMPASS force field fits our system.

Dimers in solvent

There is no interaction between dimers in the three
models, because the minimum lattice of three models is
that of model-II (25 Å), which is beyond the sum dis-

tance of dimer diameter (18 Å) and the cutoff distance

of Ewald (6 Å), so the dimers can interact only with

solvent molecules. In addition, in model-I and model-
II, the dimers are immersed in the solvent completely
for the solvent with equilibrium density embraces the
dimers. So we can only investigate the interactions of
one dimer and solvent molecules, and this saves much
computation time. In model-III, the dimers interact only
with solvent molecules because the solvent molecules
form aggregate around the dimers. Although there is
some vacuum in the box, it can make the box large
enough to eliminate the dimer interacting with dimers in
other cell. This makes the analysis easy.

In order to verify the consistence of results, we re-
peated MD several times and obtained the same re-
sults from different initial models.

Stability of dimers

Information derived from MD trajectories is mean-
ingful only at equilibrium, and so there are two criteria
to determine whether the system reached equilibrium:
one is energy and the other is temperature. During our
simulation test, the energy and temperature have rap-
idly reached equilibrium at about 500 ps. The energy
varies in a range of -190~-160 kcal/mol, and the tem-
perature varies in a range of 260~305 K.

At the end of 8 ns MD simulation, the four dimers
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are all stable in three solvent models. As shown in Fig-
ure 3, the statistical distributions of distances of H-bonds
(H�O) range from 1.5 Å to 3.2 Å, the maximum dis-

tribution of distance is 2.0 Å; the H-bonding angles

(N-H�O) range from 120 to 180 degree, the maxi-

mum distribution is within the range of 150-170 de-
gree. All the distances and angles are within the range
of usual variation limits of H-bonds, which suggest these
hydrogen bonds are strong enough to stack the peptide
rings during 8 ns simulation.

The stability of dimers corresponds to the experi-
mental results of Amorin, which proves the existence of
á-á and ã-ã dimers. Amorin et al characterized á-á

and ã-ã hydrogen bonds by NMR and FT-IR, and syn-

thesized and characterized prismatic crystals á-á and

ã-ã dimers in an antiparallel â-sheet linked by inter mo-
lecular hydrogen bonds using X-ray diffractometry[28,29].

In addition, considering dimer-I and -II are stable
in solvent, and they also have free donors and accept-
ers of hydrogen bonds at their both terminal ends, they
are expected to stretch into longer nanotubes, which
can be used as transport channels[37,38].

Adsorption of dimers

At the end of 8 ns MD simulation, the lumina of
three dimers exhibit its ability to adsorb CHCl

3
, and

there is no CHCl
3
 in dimer-II. As shown in TABLE 1,

the dimer-IV in three models takes the shortest time
(38 ps in model-III) to adsorb CHCl

3
 molecule into its

cavity. This agrees well to the results of Amorin[28], who
characterized the CHCl

3
 molecule in the dimer-IV cavity

for the first time. Dimer-I takes longer (255 ps in model-
III) and dimer-III takes quite a long time (6232 ps in
model-III). In order to get consistent results, we per-
formed several runs on each initial configuration. Every

time CHCl
3
 molecules need similar time to enter the

cavity of a dimer. So we think the characteristic time
for solvent molecules to enter the dimer interface re-
flects the ability of dimers to absorb CHCl

3
 molecules

into its cavity to some extent.
In addition, it is noticed that with the increase of the

number of solvent molecules, the time for CHCl
3
 to

enter the dimer cavities decreases. But the order of time
for CHCl

3
 to enter the dimer cavities remains unchanged.

So it can be concluded that the number of solvent
CHCl

3 
molecules do not change the absorption prop-

erty of dimers. The channel with ã-NCH
3
 termini has

the best absorption.
In order to see better the detailed topological struc-

ture of four dimers and the factors having influences on
the dimers� absorption properties, we analyzed the

spacing of dimers and binding energies of CHCl
3
 in

dimer in model-III in the following sections. Model-III
is analyzed because there are less solvent molecules
which not only reduce the calculating time but also show
the interactions of dimers and CHCl

3
 molecules better.

Spacing of dimers

The steric conformation and polarity of amino acid
residues have their effect on the volume of dimers, which
provides accommodation for CHCl

3
 to reside. The dis-

tances between two mass centers of monomer rings
and van der waals radius of rings reflect the volumes of
dimers.

Figure 3 : Statistical distribution of (a) distances and (b) angles of inter-ring H-bonds in four dimers during 8 ns MD. All the
distances and angles are within the usual variation limits of H-bonds

TABLE 1 : Time needed for CHCl
3
 molecule to enter dimer

cavity

 dimer-I dimer-II dimer-III dimer-IV 

49 CHCl3 255 ps - 6232 ps 38 ps 

150 CHCl3 51 ps - 178 ps 14 ps 

300 CHCl3 45 ps - 160 ps 6 ps 
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Distances N�O of hydrogen bonds

The N�O average distances during 8 ns are shown

in. It can be seen from TABLE 2 that the distance in
dimer-I and dimer-III (ã-ã dimer) are 3.11 Å and 3.18

Å, while the distance in dimer-II and dimer-IV (á-á

dimer) are 3.01 Å and 3.02 Å respectively. As shown

in Figure 5, the variations of N�O distances during

MD simulation, á-á hydrogen bonds (dimer-I and -
III) varies in a range of 2.9~3.1 Å and the N�O dis-

tances of ã-ã hydrogen-bonds (dimer-II and -IV) var-
ies in a range of 3.0~3.2 Å mainly.

á pattern is preferred than that in the ã-ã pattern.

Distances between neighboring rings

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the distances be-
tween neighboring rings in dimer-I and -III vary in a
range of 4.0~4.4 Å, dimer-II in a range of 5.0~5.4 Å

and dimer-IV in a range of 5.5~5.9 Å. In general, the

distances between adjacent nanotube rings determined
experimentally by X-ray diffraction is 4.7-4.8 Å[16], and
those calculated by Rebeca Garcia-Fandino are about
4.8-5.0 Å[37], similar to other CP dimers[24, 39]. The ob-
served values experimentally in nanotubes are slightly
longer than those computed may attribute to a syner-
getic effect that enhances the interaction energies be-
tween monomers[40]. While in our simulation results, the
spacing in dimers with á-faces in contact (dimer-II and
-IV) is larger than that with ã-faces in contact (dimer-I

Figure 4 : Snapshots of dimer-IV in model-III during MD
simulation. The lines represent CHCl

3
 molecules, stick and

ball represent cyclic peptide dimers and green CPKs repre-
sent the CHCl

3
 molecules in dimer cavity

TABLE 2 : Distances N�O of hydrogen bonds

 dimer-I dimer-II dimer-III dimer-IV 

Average distance (Å) 3.11 3.02 3.18 3.01 

In general, the strength of H-bond increases with
its length. The experimental and calculating results have
shown that á-á dimer is more stable than ã-ã dimer by

the geometries of the CO···HN moieties, electron den-

sities and NMR signals[28-29,36]. Our findings are comple-
ment to the reliability of their results. We obtained the
O�N distances in á-á hydrogen bonds from calcula-

tions is 0.1 Å shorter than that of ã-ã hydrogen bonds,

which indicates the hydrogen-bond alignment in the á-

Figure 5 : Changes of hydrogen bonds N�O during simula-
tion. ã-ã hydrogen bonds vibrating in a wider range and dis-
tances of á-á hydrogen-bonds are shorter than that of ã-ã
hydrogen-bonds

Figure 6 : Distance between two centroids of monomer rings.
Distances in dimers with á-faces in contact (dimer-II and -
IV) are longer than that with ã-faces in contact (dimer-I and
-III)
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and -III). This may attribute to the effect of solvent mol-
ecules. Moreover, in á-á dimers, the distance of dimer-

IV is larger than that of dimer-II, which indicates that
dimer-IV is more easily polarized by solvent CHCl

3

molecules and it can therefore provide CHCl
3
 molecules

with more room, and so, CHCl
3
 molecules can more

easily enter.
In addition, the distances between two neighboring

rings in the four dimers have little changes during MD
simulation, which also indicates the nanotubes remain
stable in solvent CHCl

3
.

Van der waals radii of rings

As shown in Figure 7, the curves of monomer ra-
dius in dimer-I vary in a range of 2.6~3.0 Å before

255ps and vary in a range of 2.7~3.1 Å after 255ps in

dimer-I. The curves of dimer-II vary in a range of
2.3~2.7 Å from beginning to end during MD simula-

tion. In dimer-III, the curves vibrate in range of 2.5~2.9
Å before 6232 ps and vary in a range of 2.6~3.0 Å

after 6232 ps. The curves of dimer-IV vary in a range
of 2.7~3.1 Å and they only decline slightly during the

last 1000ps. The distance is measured from the mass
center of a monomer to the nearest hydrogen atom of
hexamethylene. The radius with CHCl

3
 in dimer cavity

are corresponding to that of Amorin, they measured
the cyclindical dimer-IV an approximate van der Waals
internal diameter of 5.4 Å, which is filled with one mol-

ecule of chloroform[28].
It can be seen from Figure 7 that radius of dimer-II

is relatively smaller than those of others, so it is difficult
for CHCl

3
 to enter into its cavity, the CHCl

3
 molecules

can enlarge the monomer rings for dimer-I and -III af-

ter they enter the dimers. For dimer-IV, its radius is
large enough, and so, it needs the shortest time to ad-
sorb CHCl

3
.

Sizes of terminal and internal dimer tubes

As shown in Figure 8, the internal and terminal sizes
in the four solvent models are compared, by measuring
distances between hydrogen atoms or carbon atoms of
methyl which connected directly to the nitrogen for con-
venience. In dimer-I and -IV, the sizes of internal and
terminal tube both vibrate about 4.5 Å, and the consis-

tence of internal and terminal sizes facilitate the entry of
CHCl

3
 into the dimer. In dimer-III, the radius of termi-

nal tube is larger than that of internal tube and the sizes
of internal and terminal tubes vibrate at 5.3 and 4.0 Å
respectively during 0~6232 ps before CHCl

3
 molecule

enter its cavity. After CHCl
3
 enter the cavity of a dimer,

the differences in distance between internal and termi-
nal sizes are reduced under the attraction of CHCl

3

Figure 7 : Van der waals radii of monomer rings

Figure 8 : Sizes of terminal and internal dimer tubes

Figure 9 : Binding energies of CHCl
3
 in cavities of dimer-I,

dimer-III and dimer-IV for 200 ps
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molecule, while the terminal size is still larger than the
internal size. As for dimer-II, six intra-molecular hy-
drogen bonds formed at the ends of the dimer make
the terminal size very small, CHCl

3
 is thus prevented

from entering the cavity of a dimer.
It can be seen from the discussions above that the

sizes of terminal and internal dimers play a key role in
preventing CHCl

3
 from entering the cavity of a dimer.

Binding energies of CHCl3 in dimer

Binding energy E
bind

 is calculated using E
bind

 = E
tot

�(E
nanotube

 + E
solvent

), where E
solvent

 is the potential en-
ergy of the CHCl

3
 molecule adsorbed in the nanotube,

and E
nanotube

 is the potential energy of the nanotube.
As shown in Figure 9, there is no evident difference

in the three energy curves, which indicate there is no
difference in energy potential barriers for CHCl

3
 to en-

ter the three dimers. So, it can be concluded that the
geometry of a dimer plays a key role in absorbing CHCl

3

CONCLUSION

It can be seen from the results of molecular dynam-
ics simulation conducted with four dimers of cyclo-[(1R,
3S)-ã-Acc-D-Phe]

3
 in solvent CHCl

3
 with 300, 150

and 49 molecules to investigate their structural charac-
ters and absorbing properties, that due to the steric struc-
ture and polarity of á- and ã-amino acid, the volumes

of dimers, sizes of terminal and internal dimers in the
four dimers are different, the spacing in á-á dimers
(dimer-II and -IV) is larger than that in ã-ã dimer (dimer-

I and -III), and dimer-IV have the largest volume. In
the four dimers, dimer-II can not absorb CHCl

3
 due to

the intra-molecular H-bond formed at the termini, dimer-
I needs longer time to absorb CHCl

3
, dimer-III needs

quite long time to absorb CHCl
3
, and dimer-IV needs

the shortest time to absorb CHCl
3
. Thus the channel

with ã-NCH
3
 termini is a good candidate for absorp-

tion of CHCl
3
. It is one of the ways to design a new

cyclic peptide channel to select a different ring face as
the terminus of a cyclic peptide.
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